1. **PowerPoint Presentation**

   Breaking the Silence PowerPoint Presentation 2023

2. **Facilitator Guide**

   Facilitator Guide - Breaking the Silence 2023

3. **Elementary School - Scenario and Response Handouts**

   Scenario 1 Whispering Teacher ELEM
   Scenario 1 Response ELEM
   Scenario 2 Staring Teacher ELEM
   Scenario 2 Response ELEM
   Scenario 3 The Cool Volunteer ELEM
   Scenario 3 Response ELEM
   Scenario 4 To Hug or Not To Hug ELEM
   Scenario 4 Response ELEM

4. **Secondary School - Scenario and Response Handouts**

   Scenario 1 Raining Cats and Dogs SEC
   Scenario 1 Response SEC
   Scenario 2 Drama Rehearsal SEC
   Scenario 2 Response SEC
   Scenario 3 Communication Boundaries SEC
   Scenario 3 Response SEC
   Scenario 4 Anonymous Email SEC
   Scenario 4 Response SEC